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Abstract

In this paper it is shown that the behavior of a Markov chain on R
k to a large extent

is determined by the conditional mean values and the conditional variances. First
it is shown that geometric drift (or drift) towards a compact set using the simple
and well known drift function V (x) = 1 + jxj2 is completely characterized by these
two conditional moments, and also uniform ergodicity can be derived on the basis
of these moments. Secondly a special class of Markov chains, called aÆne Markov
chains, are considered and a new kind of drift function is introduced. Using this drift
function we derive another criteria for geometric drift towards a compact set again
based on the two conditional moments.

Keywords: Markov chains; aÆne Markov chains; conditional moments; drift func-
tions; geometric drift; geometric ergodicity; uniform ergodicity.
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1 Introduction

The study of a Markov chain on a general state space is often divided into two
di�erent parts, where we �rst investigate some basic regularity properties like �-
irreducibility and periodicity and secondly we try to classify the chain as being either
transient or recurrent, and in the recurrent case we furthermore try to establish
ergodicity, geometric ergodicity or uniform ergodicity. Under the assumption of �-
irreducibility and aperiodicity one can often verify some kind of ergodicity directly
by using a drift criteria. This is treated briey in appendix A.

To apply the drift criteria, one should also know the so-called small sets, and if the
state space is Rk , these are in many cases the same as the bounded sets, or at least
all the compact sets are small. The approach to classi�cation of Markov chains on
R
k being ergodic or geometrically ergodic can therefore in many cases be divided as

follows:

1) Establish �-irreducibility, aperiodicity and that the compact sets are all small.

2) Establish drift or geometric drift towards some compact set.

This paper will almost exclusively deal with the second question of establishing drift
or geometric drift.

In some cases the task of showing 1) is trivial, like if the transition probabilities have
a strictly positive and continuous density w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure. In other cases
it can be extremely diÆcult to show 1), for instance if the one-step transitions are
singular in some sense and we have to iterate the transitions to expose the behavior
of the chain and hence to show �-irreducibility for some �. Such situations occur
for instance whenever we bring a (non-Markov) scalar process to state space form.
Results about �-irreducibility for this kind of Markov chains can be found in for
instance [6], [7] or [2] and [1] also treats state space modeling techniques.

The veri�cation of 2) is independent of 1), and we will show that it is very closely
related to the knowledge of the conditional mean values and the conditional variances
{ at least if one uses the drift function 1+ jxj2. This is more or less well known, but
will be made completely explicit in section three. We will also show how uniform
ergodicity can be veri�ed with the knowledge of these conditional moments.

A special class of Markov chains called aÆne Markov chains is also introduced, and
we derive a new criterion for geometric drift towards a compact set for this class of
Markov chains. Again the criterion is stated in terms of the conditional means and
conditional variances. To show this criterion we will introduce a new class of drift
functions, which in some sense are multidimensional versions of cosh.

Application of the results in section 3 to ARCH(1)-like models from time series
analysis are also briey discussed.

It should be mentioned that most of the results are stated in terms of Markov kernels
instead of Markov chains.
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2 Markov Chains on R
k

We will consider Markov kernels on the state space (Rk ; B k ) with B k denoting the
Borel-�-algebra on R

k . We let Rk be equipped with the usual inner product denoted
by h�; �i and the related 2-norm given by jxj2 = hx; xi for x 2 R

k . The set of linear
operators on R

k can be identi�ed with the set of k � k matrices M(k) and the set
of invertible operators { which is often called the general linear group and denoted
GL(k) { is precisely the invertible matrices. The setM(k) is itself a �nite dimensional
vector space of dimension k2 and can be equipped with several di�erent (but of course
equivalent) norms. One of these norms is the operator norm de�ned as

jjAjj = sup
jxj�1

jAxj

for A 2M(k).

We are going to give a number of criteria for a Markov kernel P on R
k to have drift

or geometric drift (see appendix A) towards a compact set in terms of conditional
moments. Under usual regularity assumptions on P { that is �-irreducibility, aperi-
odicity and the compact sets being small { these criteria guaranty P to be ergodic or
geometrically ergodic { see theorem A.2 in appendix A. For a treatment of Markov
chains and Markov kernels on a general state space we refer to [6] or [8].

If P is a Markov kernel we de�ne recursivly P 1 = P and

Pm(x;A) =

Z
Pm�1(y;A)P (x; dy)

for m � 2, hence Pm is the m-step transition probabilities for a Markov chain with
transition probabilities P .

In the following we will use the convention that a Markov kernel P has second order
moments if Z

jyj2P (x; dy) <1

for all x 2 R
k .

De�nition 2.1 Let P be a Markov kernel and suppose that Pm has second order

moments. The m-step mean value map is then

�m(x) =

Z
yPm(x; dy)

and the m-step variance map is

�m(x) =

Z
yyTPm(x; dy)� �m(x)�m(x)T :
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Note that �m : Rk ! R
k and �m : Rk ! M(k) are both measurable maps. The

m-step variance map can always be written as

�m(x) = �m(x)�m(x)T (1)

for some matrix �m(x) since �m(x) is positive semide�nite. A canonical choice would

of course be to use the unique positive semide�nite square root �m(x)
1

2 , but we will
not restrict ourself to that. Hence we will call any measurable map �m : Rk !M(k),
for which �m(x) satis�es (1) for all x 2 R

k , an m-step scale map. In the case m = 1
we will always drop the \1-step", that is we will just say mean value map, variance
map etc., and we will write �(x), �(x) and �(x). With these conventions we can
observe that the m-step mean value map is the mean value map for Pm.

If (Xn)n2N0 is a Markov chain with transition probability P we have that

�m(x) = E(Xn+mjXn = x)

and
�m(x) = V (Xn+mjXn = x)

for allm 2 N. This should be interpreted either as if the right-hand sides by de�nition
are equal to the left-hand sides, or as an almost sure equality if E(jXn+mj

2) <1 and
the right-hand sides are de�ned using ordinary conditional mean values. Note that
time-homogeneity of the Markov chain makes the expressions above independent of
n.

Since the m-step mean value map and variance map only make sense if Pm has
second order moments, we will make the convention that whenever we discuss m-
step mean value and variance maps, we will implicitly assume that Pm has second
order moments.

It can often be quite diÆcult or impossible to �nd Pm from P and it is therefore just
as impossible to calculate �m and �m form � 2 directly from the de�nition. However,
it follows from the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations that if Pm�1 has second order
moments and if tr(�m�1+ �m�1(�m�1)T ) is integrable with respect to P (x; �) for all
x 2 E then Pm has second order moments and

�m(x) =

ZZ
z Pm�1(y; dz)P (x; dy) =

Z
�m�1(y)P (x; dy) (2)

and

�m(x) =

Z
�m�1(y) + �m�1(y)�m�1(y)TP (x; dy)� �m(x)�m(x)T : (3)

These recursion formulas can be used to calculate �m as well as �m. Observe also
that if �(x) = 0 for all x 2 R

k it follows from (2) that �m(x) = 0 for all m 2 N. In
this case (3) reduces to

�m(x) =

Z
�m�1(y)P (x; dy): (4)
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2.1 AÆne Markov Chains

The two conditional moments considered above reect some of the dependencies in
the Markov chain but in general not all kinds of dependencies. We will now consider
the situation where the conditional distribution of Xn+1 given Xn is only a�ected
by Xn on the mean value and the scale. The de�nition is most easily understood in
terms of Markov chains instead of kernels.

De�nition 2.2 A Markov chain (Xn)n2N0 is aÆne if there exist measurable maps
~� : Rk ! R

k and ~� : Rk ! GL(k) and a sequence of iid stochastic variables (Wn)n2N
independent of X0 such that

Xn+1 = ~�(Xn) + ~�(Xn)Wn+1 (5)

for n 2 N0 .

The sequence (Wn)n2N is called the innovation sequence and the distribution of
W1 (and hence of all the Wn's) the innovation distribution. If � is the innovation
distribution we can identify the transition probability as the Markov kernel

P (x; �) = A(x)(�) (6)

where A(x) : Rk ! R
k is the aÆne map A(x)(y) = ~�(x) + ~�(x)y. Thus if we de�ne

an aÆne Markov kernel to be a kernel of the form (6) for some ~�, ~� and a probability
measure �, we have that the transition probability for an aÆne Markov chain is an
aÆne Markov kernel. Furthermore, if (Xn)n2N0 is a Markov chain with a transition
probability P being aÆne, the sequence (Wn)n2N de�ned by

Wn = ~�(Xn�1)
�1(Xn � ~�(Xn�1))

is iid with Wn having distribution �, independent of X0 and

Xn = ~�(Xn�1) + ~�(Xn�1)Wn

for all n 2 N.

De�nition 2.3 An aÆne Markov chain (or kernel) is called regular if the innova-

tion distribution has second order moment and if the variance matrix is non-singular.

In the regular case it is clear that we can always assume � to be normalized, i.e.
to have

R
x�(dx) = 0 and

R
xxT �(dx) = I by changing ~� and ~�. If � is normalized

it is clear that � = ~� and � = ~�, that is ~� is the mean value map and ~� is some
scale map. We will from now on always assume that the innovation distribution is
normalized in the regular case.
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Though we are not going to discuss detailed criteria for �-irreducibility etc. it should
be mentioned that if P is an aÆne Markov chain for which the innovation distribution
has a strictly positive density with respect to the Lebesgue measure �, then P is
�-irreducible and aperiodic. If the density as well as � and � are continuous then
the compact sets are small.

It should also be mentioned that Tong in [10] introduces a similar class of Markov
chains, dividing the Markov chain into a deterministic term and a noise term. The
aÆne class dicussed here is not as general but a lot easier to handle, and in section 4
we will give a general and rather easy to use criteria for geometric drift. Furthermore,
many models used in practice fall into this class of aÆne Markov chains.

3 Drift, Geometric Drift and Uniform Ergodicity

The following trivial observation will turn out to be quite useful, if we want to use a
drift function like V (x) = 1 + jxj2. If � is any distribution on R

k with second order
moments we have that Z

jxj2�(dx) = j�j2 + tr(�); (7)

where � =
R
x �(dx) and � =

R
xxT �(dx)� ��T .

Theorem 3.1 If P be a Markov kernel with m-step mean value map �m and m-

step variance map �m being bounded on the compact sets, then P has m-step drift

towards a compact set with drift function

V (x) = jxj2

if and only if

lim sup
jxj!1

j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))� jxj2 < 0: (8)

Proof: If (8) holds then by (7)

PmV (x) = j�m(x)j+ tr(�m(x))

= jxj2 � �+ (j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))� jxj2 + �)

� V (x)� �+ b1C(x)

where � > 0 and C is a compact set such that

j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))� jxj2 + � < 0

on Cc, and b = supx2C j�
m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x)) + � <1 by assumption. On the other

hand, if there exists a compact set C such that

PmV (x) = j�m(x)j+ tr(�m(x)) � jxj2 � �

for all x 2 Cc, then (8) clearly holds. �
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Theorem 3.2 A Markov kernel P with m-step mean value map �m and m-step vari-

ance map �m being bounded on compact sets has m-step V -geometric drift towards

a compact set with drift function

V (x) = 1 + jxj2 (9)

if and only if

lim sup
jxj!1

j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))

jxj2
< 1: (10)

Proof: From (7) we get the conditionally expected drift to beZ
V (y)Pm(x; dy) = 1 + j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x)):

Assume that (10) holds and put

� = lim sup
jxj!1

j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))

jxj2
:

Then choose � < 1 with � < �, and we have that for some suitable compact set CZ
V (y)Pm(x; dy) = 1�

j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))

jxj2
+
j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))

jxj2
V (x)

� �V (x) + b1C(x)

with b = supx2C 1 + j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x)) < 1 by assumption. If P has m-step
V -geometric drift towards a compact set C, it follows immediately that for x 2 Cc,

1 + j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x)) � �(1 + jxj2)

for some � < 1 and (10) is clearly satis�ed. �

On M(k) there is an inner product given by the trace, i.e. (A;B)tr = tr(ABT ).
The related 2-norm is then jjAjj22 = (A;A)tr = tr(AAT ). If �m is an m-step scale
map, that is �m(x) = �m(x)�m(x)T , we get that tr(�m(x)) = jj�m(x)jj22. Thus the
criterion for geometric drift in theorem 3.2 is a restriction upon the growth of �m(x)
in the norm j � j and �m(x) in the norm jj � jj2 for jxj ! 1.

Example 3.3 Consider a Markov kernel P with second order moments, with

�(x) = Ax (11)

for some matrix A 2M(k) and with

�(x) = 
 +BxxTBT (12)
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for a matrix B 2 M(k) and a positive de�nite matrix 
. We have this kind of
conditional means and variances if we for instance consider an ARCH(1)-model. By
induction using (3) we �nd that

�m(x)�m(x)T +�m(x) = (A
A+B 
B)m(xxT ) +
m�1X
i=0

(A
A+B 
B)i(
)

where A
A is the linear operator on M(k) given by

A
A(C) = ACAT

and similarly for B 
B. This gives that

lim sup
jxj!1

j�m(x)j2 + tr(�m(x))

jxj2
= lim sup

jxj!1

tr(�m(x)�m(x)T +�m(x))

jxj2

= lim sup
jxj!1

tr((A
A+B 
B)m(xxT ))

jxj2

= sup
jxj=1

tr((A
A+B 
B)m(xxT ))

� kjj(A 
A+B 
B)mjj:

If the spectral radius of A 
 A + B 
 B is less than 1, it follows from the spectral
radius formula that jj(A
A+B
B)mjj ! 0 for m!1, and (10) is ful�lled for m
large enough. This provides us with a well known criteria for m-step geometric drift
towards a compact set, i.e. that the numerically largest eigenvalue of (A
A+B
B)
should be less than 1, for the ARCH(1)-model using the drift function V2, but the
setup here is considerably more general. We do not have any restrictions on the
Markov kernel P except that it should have conditional moments given by (11)
and (12). If, furthermore, P is �-irreducible, aperiodic and the compact sets are
small, then P is geometrically ergodic with invariant distribution having second
order moments { see theorem A.2 in appendix A.

The use of the drift function 1+ jxj2 for a simple ARCH-model has been considered
in for instance [4] and for more general ARCH-models in [5]. One can �nd earlier
results in [3] on the weak stationarity of GARCH-models and other references to the
ARCH-literature can be found there. �

Theorem 3.4 Let P be a �-irreducible and aperiodic Markov kernel with the com-

pact sets being small. If Pm has second order moments and if both the m-step mean

value map �m and the m-step variance map �m are bounded, then P is uniformly

ergodic.

Proof: It follows from Chebychevs inequality that

Pm(x;B(0; R)c) �
tr(�m(x)) + j�m(x)j2

R2
�



R2
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for some  < 1 since both �m and �m are bounded. For � 2]0; 1[ choose R such
that 

R2 � �. Let (Xn)n2N0 be a Markov kernel with transition probability P started
in x 2 E, then by induction

Px(�B(0;R) > nm) � Px(jXmj � R; jX2mj � R; : : : ; jXnmj � R) � �n

with �B(0;R) being the �rst return time to B(0; R). This gives us the following bound
on the expected return time to B(0; R)

Ex(�B(0;R)) =

1X
n=1

nPx(�B(0;R) = n)

=
1X
k=0

Px(�B(0;R) > k)

� m

1X
k=0

Px(�B(0;R) > mk)

� m

1X
k=0

�k;

and therefore

sup
x
Ex(�B(0;R)) � m

1X
k=0

�k <1:

From theorem 16.0.2 in [6] we get that P is uniformly ergodic, since B(0; R) is small
for all R by assumption. �

4 A New Class of Drift Functions

If the variance map is bounded, the criterion for geometric drift given by (10) reduces
to

lim sup
jxj!1

j�(x)j

jxj
< 1

In this section we will show that it is possible to give a less restrictive criteria for
geometric ergodicity in the aÆne case under the assumption of a bounded variance
map and that the innovation distribution has suÆciently rapid decaying tails

De�ne for s 2 R the function Vs : R
k ! R by

Vs(x) =

Z
Sk�1

exp(shy; xi)!(dy) (13)

with ! being the normalized surface measure on the sphere Sk�1. We will in this
section show that Vs can be used as a drift function, and that it is especially useful
when we consider aÆne Markov kernels. Note that in the one dimensional case
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Vs(x) = cosh(sx). Since the surface measure ! on Sk�1 is invariant under rotations,
we can �x a unit vector e and for each x 2 R �nd a rotation Ox, such that Oxx = jxje,
which gives us thatZ

Sk�1
exp(shy; xi)!(dy) =

Z
Sk�1

exp(sjxjhy; ei)!(dy)

=

Z 1

�1
exp(sjxjt)�(dt)

with � being the transformation of ! under the map

y 7! hy; ei:

Before we can apply this drift function we make a useful observation. If � is a
probability measure on [�1; 1], we de�ne

�(h) =

Z 1

�1
exp(ht)�(dt) (14)

and we then have an exponential family of probability measures given by

�h(B) =
1

�(h)

Z
B

exp(ht)�(dt) (15)

for h 2 R.

Lemma 4.1 If �([q; 1]) > 0 for all q < 1, the probability measures �h converge

weakly to Æ1 for h!1.

Proof: By the de�nition we have for q < 1

�(h) =

Z 1

�1
exp(ht)�(dt)

�

Z 1

q

exp(ht)�(dt)

� exp(hq)�([q; 1])

Then if p < q it follows that

�h([�1; p]) =
1

�(h)

Z p

�1
exp(ht)�(dt)

�
1

�([q; 1])
exp(�hq) exp(hp)�([�1; p])

=
�([�1; p])

�([q; 1])
exp(h(p� q))! 0
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for h!1. Since all the measures �h are concentrated on [�1; 1], it follows that

�h
w
�! Æ1

for h!1. �

Consider a regular aÆne Markov kernel P with (normalized) innovation distribution
�. From now on we will assume that � has rapidly decaying tails in the sense thatZ

exp(s0jxj)�(dx) <1 (16)

for some s0 > 0, and we can de�ne the map

 (s; y) =

Z
exp(shy; xi)�(dx)

for (s; y) 2 [0; s0] � B(0; 1), with B(0; 1) = fx 2 R
k j jxj � 1g being the closed

unit ball. By decreasing s0 we can increase B(0; 1) to be any closed ball, and hence
we can assume that  is de�ned on [0; s0] � B(0; d) for some suitable large d and
suÆciently small s0 if necessary.

Theorem 4.2 If P is a regular aÆne Markov kernel with � satisfying (16), with �
being bounded, with � being bounded on compact sets and with

lim sup
jxj!1

j�(x)j � jxj < 0 (17)

then P has geometric drift towards a compact set with drift function V~s for some

suitable ~s > 0.

Proof: By Tonelli and the integral transformation theorem we get

PVs(x) =

Z
Vs(z)P (x; dz)

=

Z Z
Sk�1

exp(shy; zi)!(dy)P (x; dz)

=

Z
Sk�1

Z
exp(shy; �(x) + �(x)zi)�(dz)!(dy)

=

Z
Sk�1

exp(shy; �(x)i)

Z
exp(sh�(x)T y; zi)�(dz)!(dy)

=

Z
Sk�1

exp(shy; �(x)i) (s;�(x)T y)!(dy)

for s > 0 suÆciently small.

Let K = f�(x)y 2 R
k j x 2 R

k and y 2 Sk�1g be the picture of the map (x; y) 7!
�(x)y, which is bounded since � is bounded. Therefore K is contained in a compact,
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convex box Br = fx 2 R
k j jxj1 � rg for some r > 0, with jxj1 = maxi=1;::: ;k jxij

being the max-norm. Assume now that s0 is chosen suÆciently small such that that
 is de�ned on [0; s0]�B(0; d) with Br � B(0; d).

The box Br has exactly 2k extreme points, which we will denote by z1; : : : ; z2k , and
the map

z 7!  (s; z)

for �xed s � s0 is convex, and hence it attains its maximal value over a compact,
convex set in one of the extreme points. With

e (s) = max
j=1;::: ;2k

 (s; zj)

we therefore get that
 (s; z) � e (s)

for all z 2 Br � K. This gives us

PVs(x) � e (s)Z
Sk�1

exp(shy; �(x)i)!(dy) = e (s)Z 1

�1
exp(sj�(x)jt)�(dt):

Now assume that R is given such that for jxj � R we have

j�(x)j � ��+ jxj

for some � > 0. Put

�j(s) =  (s; zj) exp(�s�) =

Z
exp(s(hzj ; xi � �))�(dx)

for j = 1; : : : ; 2k, then �j is convex and di�erentiable with

�0j(0) =

Z
hzj ; xi�(dx)� � = ��

and since
�j(0) = 1

it follows that we can �nd sj such that

�j(s) < 1

for all s � sj. With ~s = minj=1;::: ;2kfsjg > 0, we get that

c = e (~s) exp(�~s�) < 1:

The map u 7!
R 1
�1 exp(ut)�(dt) is increasing for u � 0, and therefore

Z 1

�1
exp(~sj�(x)jt)�(dt) �

Z 1

�1
exp(�~s�t) exp(~sjxjt)�(dt)
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for jxj � R and since t 7! exp(�~s�t) is continuous on [�1; 1] it follows from lemma
4.1 that R 1

�1 exp(�~s�t) exp(~sjxjt)�(dt)R 1
�1 exp(~sjxjt)�(dt)

! exp(�~s�)

for jxj ! 1. This shows that

PV~s(x)

V~s(x)
� e (~s)

R 1
�1 exp(�~s�t) exp(~sjxjt)�(dt)R 1

�1 exp(~sjxjt)�(dt)

! e (~s) exp(�~s�) = c < 1

for jxj ! 1 and it follows that for �xed � 2]c; 1[ we can choose an R0 � R, such
that for jxj � R0 we have

PV~s(x)

V~s(x)
� �:

Since � is bounded on compact sets, we have

PV~s(x) � �V~s(x) + b1B(0;R0)(x)

with b = supjxj�R0
PV~s(x) <1. �

Note that if (10) is satis�ed, then

lim sup
jxj!1

j�(x)j � jxj = lim sup
jxj!1

jxj(
j�(x)j

jxj
� 1) = �1 < 0

and therefore (17) holds too.

5 Concluding Remarks

The theorems presented in section 2 completely characterize to what extend the drift
function V (x) = 1 + jxj2 (V (x) = jxj2) can be used to show geometric ergodicity
(ergodicity) for a Markov chain on R

k . Furthermore, we showed that V (x) = 1+ jxj2

can be used with a minimum of knowledge about the Markov kernel considered.

If we, however, make further assumptions, i.e. aÆnity, on the structure of the Markov
kernel considered, we are able to use other drift functions. This gives us theorem
4.2, which is expected to be close to the optimal condition for geometric ergodicity
as long as the scale map is bounded.

In the one-dimensional case, Tj�stheim derives in [9] for aÆne Markov chains with
constant variance a result about geometric ergodicity similar to the one presented
in section 3. We have shown in section 4 that one can obtain a stronger result in
this setup if the innovation distribution has light tails.
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A Appendix: Drift and Ergodicity

It is well known that ergodicity and geometric ergodicity can be shown using the
so-called drift inequalities like it is described in Meyn and Tweedies monograph
[6]. In this appendix we will briey treat some useful generalizations of these drift
inequalities.

De�nition A.1 A Markov kernel P on (E; E ) is said to have m-step drift towards

a set C with drift function V : E ! [0;1[, if

PmV (x) =

Z
V (y)Pm(x; dy) � V (x)� �+ b1C(x) (18)

for some � > 0 and some b <1.

A Markov kernel P is said to have m-step geometric drift towards a set C with drift

function V : E ! [1;1] if V (x) is �nite for some x 2 E, and if

PmV (x) =

Z
V (y)Pm(x; dy) � �V (x) + b1C(x) (19)

for some � < 1 and some b <1.

If the Markov kernel P has an invariant probability measure �, then P is said to be
ergodic if

jjP n(x; �) � �jjtv ! 0

for n!1 and for all x 2 E, and V -geometrically ergodic on A 2 E if

jjP n(x; �) � �jjV � RV (x)�n

for some function V : E ! [1;1], �nite on A, some R < 1, � < 1 and all x 2 A.
For the de�nition of the total variation norm and the V -norm see [6].

With these de�nitions, the following theorem holds:

Theorem A.2 Suppose that P is �-irreducible and aperiodic.

If P has m-step drift towards a small set with drift function V , then P has an

invariant probability measure and P is ergodic.

If P has m-step geometric drift towards a small set with drift function V , then P

has an invariant probability measure � and there exists a function ~V � V , such that

�( ~V ) <1 and such that P is ~V -geometrically ergodic on fx 2 E j ~V (x) <1g.
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A complete proof is not given, but a few details should be mentioned. Part one of
the theorem is proved by using that Pm has ordinary drift towards a small set with
an everywhere �nite drift function, and then using theorem 11.3.5 and 13.0.1 in [6]
plus the fact that the total variation norm jjP n(x; �)� �jj is decreasing (proposition
13.3.2 in [6]). For the second part one introduces

~V (x) =
n�1X
i=0


i

nP iV (x) � V (x)

for some suÆciently large n and a constant  > 1. Then one shows that P has
~V -geometric drift towards a small set, and the theorem follows. For details on the
second part one can consult lemma 7 in [4]. If P iV (x) < 1 for all x 2 E and all
i 2 N0 it therefore also follows that P is ~V -geometrically ergodic on E.
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